K200 Single Hung - Balancer Removal Instructions

STEP 1
SIDE-LOADING SASH
Flip out take-out clip located on both the right and left sides of the sash track, near the top of the window. Raise the sash over the take-out clips.

STEP 2
Push the sash to the side into either the right or left sash track of the jamb, allowing the other side of the sash to clear the sash track of the opposite jamb. Remove the sash from that side.

STEP 3
UPPER SASH REMOVAL -
Remove 3 screws through the underside of the meeting rail into top insert—plus the angle corner keys—meeting rail will drop out.

STEP 4
TOP SASH REMOVAL -
Remove two screws on interior of window—sash will drop out. Push upper sash either right or left to clear the sash track of opposite jamb, remove from that side.

STEP 5 - To reassemble the window simply reverse steps 1 through 5